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aaron kyros has mastered the art of teaching as he brings braille skateboarding to the next level.
this is very refreshing for the skateboarding community as it is always good to see new
skateboarding lessons being invented. skateboarding made simple volume 6 is a complete advanced
flip trickstutorial! each trick is broken down into the most simple steps. each step builds one upon
the last, making it possible to learn the whole trick smoothly and easily. the tricks are also set up in
the proper learning order from easiest to hardest. the video is 57 minutes long. it covers the
following tricks: the skateboarding made simple lesson plan teaches how to progress from basic
riding to performing the ollie and on to more difficult skateboarding tricks. volume 1 of the
skateboarding made simple plan is available for instant download for $6.99 on the braille site, and all
six volumes can be downloaded for $34.99. braille also sells a skateboarding basics dvd for $14. in
episode number two of the second season of the skatepunk podcast, were talking about everything
but skateboarding for the first twenty minutes. shortly after, the topics get more skating-related, as
were discussing influences in our skateboarding and our aspirations to be influencers (not that social-
media-look-at-my-fancy-sponsors-influencer-thing) ourselves. if you want to be a guest on [] my
name is aaron kyro and i have been skateboarding for over 20 years. i currently ride pro for revive
skateboards and i have been sponsored by some of the worlds largest skateboard brands including
volcom, real, thunder, bones, swiss bearings, and circa shoes! rather than telling you that i know
how to skate and can teach you, i figured it would be better if i just showed you one of my personal
skateboard video parts. so here you go
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this is how skateboarding started. theres kyros original kit, which is not made by him anymore,
although it can be bought at ninthskateboards.com. it is the only skateboard that is his design, and it
is the first skateboard to have an independent wheelbase, which is the distance between the center

of the wheel and the center of the board. called the "best skateboard decks" in the world, we've
hand-picked them out of the latest edition of our ongoing poll, and in this issue, we have a look at

the pro-skateboarder designs of skaters like jose hernaez, hector del muro and nicolas lopez. in the
free skateboard tutorial section, we have a look at the tranny ollie, the ollie-over-the-round-a-box, as

well as the ollie trick of the month. if you want to know more about the side of skateboarding that
goes well beyond the skatepark and other skate parks, check out skateboarding made simple. it is a
great resource for anyone who is looking for a beginner skateboarding book, or even for those of us
that are more experienced. the book, written by darren rainey, is broken into two parts. in part one,
he takes the beginner through a basic introduction to the tricks of the skateboard. in part two, he

takes it one step further and shows the more advanced tricks and how to perform them. this book is
for anyone and everyone who is looking for a way to learn skateboarding. skateboarding made

simple is a lesson plan for beginners that will get you on your feet quickly. it's all about the basics of
skateboarding with easy-to-follow instructions and step-by-step illustrations. skateboarding made

simple includes two lesson plans: for the novice skateboarder and for intermediate skaters. so
whether you're a beginner or an intermediate skater, skateboarding made simple will help you get

up and rolling. 5ec8ef588b
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